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ftBSTBftCT 
The paper discusses a study which was conducted to 

'identify and, analyze attitudes of young lawyers towards legal
specialization and relicensing of lawyers, ft saiple of 1085 readers 
cf "Barrister Hagazine" participated in the study. Lawyers responding 
to the survey valued 'specialization both .as a leans for providing.

'.'tetter legal services and as. an attractive feature for lawyers, iith 
regard to the structure of specialization programs, responding

 lawyers showed; a strong preference for- programs of certification 
 rather than self-designation. Best responding lawyers would require
attendance at continuing legal education courses and soie, for* of 
screening process to detetiine which lawyers should be recognized as 
specialists. Despite general support for specialization prograis,/
nonspecialists, new lawyers, and-lawyers, practicing in saall offices 
indicated concern that specialization pvograis -would adversely affect 
their cin practice. The questionnaire responses also showed.strong.
support 'for relicensing prograis and for laudatory continuing
 education courses as an appropriate Vehicle for improving the quality
of legal practice. Survey questions and their results by specialty
status, location, le'ngth of practice, and size of Offic« »re 
presented and discussed in tables'which conclude the study. 
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ABSTRACT

A survey of readera of Barrister Magazine ahowa substantial 

support among those young Lawyers for programs to recognize legal

specialities and programs for relicenaing lawyers . Lawyers re-

•ponding-to the survey valued apecialization both as a means for

providing better legal services and as an attractive feature for

lawyers^. JHlth regard to, the structure of specialization programs, 

responding lawyers showed a strong preference, for programs of certi

fication rather than self-designation. Most responding lawyers 

would require attendance at continuing legal education courses and

•one fora of screening process to determine which lawyers should be 

recognized as specialists. Moat responding- lawyers were willing to 

grant recognized specialists special opportunities to inform the 

public of their specialty status. Despite this  general -support for 

specialization programs, nonspecialists, new lawyers and lawyers, 

practicing in small offices indicated concerns  that specialization 

programs would adversely affect their own practice.

The questionnaire responses also showed strong 'support for 

relicensing programs. Most young lawyers responding to the/survey 

felt that lawyers need to improve or refresh, their substantive 

knowledge" of the law and the professional skills uaed in legal

practice. Responding lawyers also supported mandatory continuing 

education courses as an appropriate vehicle for improving the quality

•of 1'egal practice.
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The Young Lawyers' Section of the American Bar Association com-: 
missioned a survey to learn of young lawyers' opinions about legal
specialization'and relicensing of lawyers.' A, questionnaire dealing. 
with issues raised by both of these programs was published in the 
 Spring 1976 issue of the Barrieter Magazine, a journal sent to all 
members of the Young Lawyers' Section. The magazine requested that 
readers'provide "their opinions by completing and returning the* 
questionnaire. This article considers the results of that survey.

The survey produced a good response. 1485 completed question
naires were returned and analyzed. Several'dozen additional ques
tionnaires were received too late to be included ,in the analysis.. 
In several respects the completed questionnaires provided a good
cros* section of lawyers. Responses were obtained from.at least two 
lawyers in every state, with no state providing more than 10Z of 
responses (California was the largest, with 9Z). Responding lawyers
also reported a range of practices: 55Z report practicing in a firm, 
J7Z are in solo practice, 12Z in government work, 9Z in corporate
practice, 22 in public interest practices and 6Z in other types of 
work. With regard to the type of practice, 35Z reported that' they do 
not specialize in any particular area. Of those who specialize, tme-

fourth engage in a-civil litigation practice, one*«ijhth specialize,
in eachof the areas of criminal'law and taxes, one-tenth specialize

In each of the areas of corporate-securities and real estate. The
remaining one-third of specialists are divided among an additional
15 other, areas of specialization. Finally, 63Z of respondents report
practicing in -urban or suburban areas, with the'remaining 37Z
practicing ̂ .h smaller-cities or rural-ajreas.

Despite the' diversity of responding*lawyers, readers should not
interpret' the results as indicating opinions of> all young lawyers or 
even all members of the Young Lawyers Section. Obviously'the results
provide information .about the-' opinions of lawyers responding- to the
survey.' However, -the results of any. purvey can.be generalized to a
larger group only if the survey respondents'are randomly 'selected 
"from that larger, group. Members of the YLS are not a random sample
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of all young lawyers. Further, since it was up .to each- reader to 

determine whether or not she/he .would return the'-survey','responding 

lawyers are not a random sample of all members of the^YLS nor- even 

of readers of the Barfiater. 

Even if the questionnaire results cannot be generalized to a 

larger gro'up of lawyers, the opinions of responding lawyers-are. im

portant in and ot< themselves. As members of the ABA, YLS members 

probably tend to be drawn from lawyers who are interested in matters 

of professional interest and who are interested in participating in 

the existing power structure of the profession. "Furthermore, lawyers 

responding to the survey were perhaps more concerned with issues of 

'legal specialization than those not responding. Thus, the survey .re

sults indicate opinions for ah important group of lawyers: Young 

.lawyers who tend to be actively Involved in professional matters and 

whp have at least some concern for the-issues covered in the survey. 

They are an opinion group who might be expected to exert dispropor

tionate influence on policy decisions Involving legal specialization 

and relitcensing. 

SPECIALIZATION

Value of Specialization

The survey results show a widespread appreciation of the values 

of specialization both as a means of improving the services provided 

by lawyers and also as a means for developing a satisfying practice. 

The first five survey questions considered how specialization affects 

the quality of services provided by a lawyer (Table 1). The over

whelming majority of responding lawyers agree that specialists have 

better knowledge, are more efficient and have better professional 

contacts. Only one of four respondents indicate a fear that specialized 

practice becomes too routinized (Question 2), 

Questions dealing with responding lawyers' own practice also re

flect a general appreciation of specialization/ 71Z of responding 

lawyers report that 'they are trying to develop a specialty (Question 

73) and 65Z of respondents already see themselves as specialists
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plan

Ye* 

Baaed on 1485, TABLE 1 questionnaire'* Questionnaire on Legal.Specializaiion
Several states have or plan voluntary programs to ctrtlly 'Qitltrln many ways. Some-/awy*r* n«v»>a/s*r/ questions 

~M\tt» as specialists(n pjrticular areas o' taw. Ofner aoqul ooln programs. 
rafale* nave made allenrfonce at continuing education. .In* jYlS Spec/el/taMon fomrnittee would //k* your 

courses a requirement/or a continuing license, to practice opinions, Pfeaae'comprefe In* •/of/owing term and return 
law. Both ol these programs are justified as attempt* to To MarAMterson .83>$uperoa Avenue. VeiWce. Cati'ctye 
assure the competency of lawyers,a/Wioug/itneprogramr -XO9I. 
Even without specializationprogram*, many lawyer* are provided by de /ado speclslistf dlller from those provided
•treedy.de factp •pecjsllm. How do the. legal service* "by non-ipecUIKU? 

Agree Dlssgrs*
'1. Specialists can provide legal services mere efficiently tt>*n non-«pecMII*t*. 87% ni
?. Specialized practicetend* to become ilk* an assembly-line; with too mire mention pro

vided to clients. 
3. Specialists have batter knowledge ol their area than do non-specialists. 95% 5
4. Specialists have better professional contacts in their area'ot specialization. 88% -12
5. II you teler someone to another lawyer, to whom would you refer the lollowlng?

Non-Specialist
Someone who wanted a will drafted: 29 
Someone accused ol murder: 89 2
Someone accused of simple ssiault: 31 ft
Someone who wanted to challenge a complex will: '<• 3 19

Two type* ol program* have been proposed by the comltsM right' to msk* their specialty known ie the
•organlied bar to encourage lawyers to (peclallza: (1) pro- general public. 
grama n which lawyers designs!* themselves *i special- H the court* or bar ol your state adopt * programIn
tots, and (2) programs In which bar associations certify which lawyer* designate themselves as specialists whst
that lawyers have skills In. a psrllcular specialty are*. In I* your opinion about the following ways that havebeen
either case, lawyers recognized as specialists have • eon; proposed to carry out this self-designation:

Yes ".No 
6. Designation thould.be permitted only II a. lawyer certifies that he will spend~mo*V>f hi* 50

her practice In the area ol specialty." 
/7, Designation should be conditioned on taking a specific number ol hour* ol continuity 30legal education classes In the specialty area. 

8. Lawyers should be able to designate only one or two" area* of specialty" 65 35
t."There should be no conditions on designation. 12 as

10." Sell-deaiflnatlon might mislead the public. 70 30-
H your stste courts or bar adopt • pregram hi which the llculsr are**, what Is your opinion about the following
bar associattori certllles that lawyer* are skilled hi par- bases lor such certification? Yes No"*
)1. Certified speclalls'l* should taKe written tests to veVfly their knowMdge and sfjll'l? A3
12. Wrttlen teat* can meaningfully evaluate special skills *nd knowledge-In:.' 

AH area* 4 ManyVets 49 F*warea«40 No areas 6 
13. Lawyer* applying for specialization snouK famish references Item other lawyer*.
14. Lawyers applying (at certification should be required Id submit,exsmples of their'wo k 46

In the specially are* or to have their court or other public appearance* observed.' 
AS. Using methods outlined above, or other methods. It would bfpotslbl* lor the bar to del* 2» 

mine who la or who I* not (killed rn a specially.
16. II your-state courts or bar want to encourage speclallza'llorj, which would you lavor:

Sell designation 26 Do nothing, let specialization develop on Its' own \S Certification 59
H specialists areTecognlzad by the-courts or organized special privilege* and liabilities should apply to thoss 
bar, either through certification pr-sell-dMlgnstlon, what specialists? 

Ye* ••!»<>
17. May dettgnaie specialty in legal dlmctorlee used by the pnjftsskm. 99
16. May designate specially on business cards. 
19. May designate specially on office sign. 88- •i
20. Mey Mar specially In public telephone director!**. 12
21. May have a limited right to advertise their specially In a dignified manner.
22. Mav-fteely advertise their specialty. a oi
23. Should tiave no special privilege*.' 22 78
24. Should meet stricter malpractice standard* than general practitioners in specialty area. 67 33
29. Should be subject 'o discipline or removal of specially, recognition far incompetent 93 7pracllce In specialty area 85'
26. Should be subtecl to no special liabilities. 15.
What ellecls would you eipect II recognized speeMrsIs known to Ibe public, a* 'by-listing spedaltle* in public
1M»*0 ptJfffflfl ted limited rights to make their specialty telephone directories? Ye* '^..Np 
27, Make It tasler lor specialists to get business. 88 12 

•'28. Promote the Interests ol those who am already' specialists. 84 16° 
2B. Provide lawyers with newly developed specialties an opportunity to develop buslneM. 90" 10 
30. Make it difficultfor non-specialism to gel business necessary woevelop specially »klU*. 62 .38 
91. Increase tendencytoward "apprenticeships" during early practice. 89 *11 
32. Make it moredifficult lor now lawyers to ftlarl t practice. 54~ 46 
33. Fragment the bar along lines of specialization: 60 40

https://thould.be
https://�treedy.de
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34.-Make It easier lor small llrms and soft practitioners to compete With large firms. 49* SIX 
35. tnorease the ability Of big firms (o control law practice. 44 66
Trie proposal has been' advanced that specialty status be used to limit areas el practice among lawyers.

Yes
66. Should specialists be prevented Irom practicing outside their area of specialty?- 9 No

-37. Should noo-speclal'lli Ip prevented Irom practicing In a specially area, unless the !««•-' R
yer Is preparing lor recognition as a specialist*.

36. 'Should practice before particular courts or boards be restricted to specialists? 16 84
39. Do you think that specialty recognition might be used by either courts or ^he organized

bar to limit practice belore certain courts or boa/di? j60 40
Both the attempts to develop epedsfty programs and the competency ol lawyers. From four •e«perlence, what 
proposals tor reUcenalng lawyer* grow out ol conceal lot' do you think about the quality ol law practice? 

Few. Borne .Majority' Atoll Nearly AH 
40. How rnany lawyer* do you think are Incompetent? 22 67 13*
41: How many need to improve or refresh, their knowledge? 2 30 3 1*
42- How many need to Improve their professional 'kill*, e.g. drafting 2 35 '34 19 -9

document* or. pleadings, trial or appellate •skill*? 
43. How many keep up to date with development*' In their .lleld? 6 32 38 .'.20
H ybuhaf* taken any corlllnulng education, PL), course*. etc., how many of these course* were: 

.Alt Many Some Few 
44. A waste of time: 1 14 2.7, 34 
45. Useful In developing skills Ift a new ana of practice: 6 28 39 20 
46. Useful to generally familiarize you with an area: -17
41. Too general: 4 28
46. Too specialized: 0.5 24
(low useful have the following been to you In developing the skill* and knowledge you us* •• a lawyer?

Very 01 Some-
Uaelul Use-

49.*Prefesslonal orgaoizetlons 4.74.7 45
50XWorklng with e»perlenced lawyers 
St.•Learning by doing-' ir 4
52. Clinical programs or professional courses Ih law. schoo4 23 48 
53. Continuing education course* 
54. Regularlaw school courses. 8 lif
Proposals to reHctfnte lawyers would require lawyer* to tton courses to mslnls'n the right to practice. Whjt would 
attend e spedfled number of hour* ol continuing educe* be 'he ellect ol such mandatory programs?

Disagree
55. Lawyers would sign up for, but not attend course*.
56. Course* In legal ethics would. Improve the ethical conduct of lawyer*. 39 61.
57. Attendance at some continuing education course* would he'lp almost all lawyer*. 88
56. Such programs would not screen-out Incompetent lawyers. .90 \l 
59. TrJs requirement would assure that all lawyers have at least basic skins. 
(0. fcven good courses are unnecessary: most lawyers keep up In legal developments 8
61*. The requirement would jmprbvejhe quality ol continuing education. 71 29 
62: F6r most lawyers. Cohtihulng education courses wouloVbe a waste optima end money 18 •82. 
63. Participation In specialty bar organizations should satlaly class requlrernents. 41 59
To Interpret the reeults of this questionnaire, we would like tome Information about you:
64. How otd aire you? 
6S'How long'have you been in practice? 
66. What Is the nature el four practice?' 

55 ina firm 12 tn government work 9 Corporate cdunsef 
IV in solo practice 2 Public Interest gOther (specify)

67. How large is ybuk firm (partners and associates)? Ve« No.
68. Do you consider yourself to be a specialist? 35 

In what area? (See List 1)
69. Do you spend moire lhan-40% of yoyr practice In a single area? 73 27 

lhwruil«nui? (See List 2) 
,70'.-Are other members of your firm specialists? 74 26

Do they: Tarry their own weight' 571 Advt»e othenj In the <lrm? 621-
Carry more than their own weight? 291 

-71. Would you lake cllentt with problem* for which you havfe had little experlenoe or training? 
n. Would ydu seek the aoMce" of*another lawyer If you took such a case? 93 1 
73. Are you frying to develop a spedally? 7t 29 
74. Are you trying to move from one sptfltally to inothel? 13 87 

•75. When dM you.go to law school? 
J\ ki wiial state do>you practice? (See List 3)
77. WhatklrKTof aree? 

Urge urban area 54 Small cHy 10 Moderately slied city 23 
Suburban.*re« 9 Pixel are* 5 

ftetnr/efurn complitta'lqrm fo Mart Pereaor), 383 Svpe/ba Avenue, Vtnfeci Ctlitornla 90291
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(Question 68). Finally, in evaluating other members of their firms,' 
most respondents'report.that specialists in their.firm advise other 
ajembera' of the 'firm and that the specialists carry their own or more 
than .their' own weight' (Question 70).

Although most responding lawyers see specialists as providing
better services, respondents also indicate that' the advantages of 
specialization axe not always required. The vast majority of re<-
spondents would refer complex or. serious cases to specialists (i.e.,
murder defendants, clients who wanted to challenge a technically
complex will) (Question 5).' However, 'where'legal matters are 
relatively routine (i.e., drafting a- will, simple assault defendant), 
most respondents would-not automatically refer to-a specialist.
Apparently specialists' skills-are not seen, to be necessary for .such
routine cases. 

The Fo'rm o.f Specialization Programs,-

the survey also examined opinions about how the organized bar'
should go about recognizing^lawyers as specialists-. Most respondents
express a-preference for programs in' which the bar certifies that 
lawyers are skilled specialists rather than programs in which lawyers 
designate themselves as specialists (Question 16) . Apparently most 
respondents do not regard self-designation as a sufficient basis for 
granting official recognition as « specialist. Indeed, most respon
dents express- concern that such self-designation might be misleading
(Question 13) .

Presumably certification could assure the integrity of specialize-^
tion programs. The organized bar would only grant privileges to lawyers
who are determined to have specialty skills. Certification programs 
assume that the bar caw actually determine who is-skilled in a. specialty 
area.. In fact, most respondents agreed that it -is possible to determine 
who is skilled (Question 15). However, despite." this general optimism,
there is no -strong support for any one basis of determining specialty
skills. Respondents split almost equally over requiring written tests; 
letters of recommendation or submisaitnfof wort in the specialty area 

(Questions 11 13 and 14).. A slight majority favors written tests and 
submission of work. -Finally, respondents again split over the utility of
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written £ests. Fifty-three percent of respondents agree''that wri'ft;eh 
tests can meaningfully evaluate specialty skills in. all or-m«hy areas-';'
while 46Z feel'that tests are meaningful in few or no specialty areas 

(Question 12). 
If a program of self-designation were adopted, respondents 

strongly agree that conditions should be placed upon such.self-,' 
designation (Question 9). Clearly the nose widely accepted condition
for self-designation is the requirement that specialists take a

.specific number of hours of continuing education classes in the. 
specialty area- (Question 7). Responding lawyers would also restrict 
specialty" designation to one .or two, areas (Question 8), but there is 
an eVen division of opinion about whether designated specialists
should certify to spending most of his/her practice in the specialty
ir... 

Privileges and Liabilities of Specialists
The survey results show that responding lawyers would grant

special privileges to recognized specialists, but they would also-
impose special liabilities. 

A substantial majority of respondents would permit specialists
to show their specialty in legal directories, on business cards, on
office signs and in. public telephone directories (Question 17-20).
A small majority would even give recognized specialists a limited
right to advertise (Question 21), but respondents overwhelmingly
reject an unlimited right to advertise (Question 22)., These 
responses apparently do not merely indicate a liberal position toward 
.lawyers' advertising. Rather, 78Z of respondents feel that specialists
shduld be granted special privileges not accorded to the general bar 
(Question 23). 

Respondents also strongly agree that recognized specialists
should be subjected to special liabilities (Question 26). The over-
whelming majority would subject specialists to discipline or removal 
of specialty designation for incompetence in the "specialty area
(Question 25) and most respondents would also subject recognized
specialists to stricter^malpractlce standards in the specialty area 
(Question 24);
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Effects of Specialization' 

There is general agreement among respondentswith- regard to
aeyeral effects of specialization programs. The overwhelming majority 
of respondents agree that.such.programs will help.both current and 
pew specialists -(Questions* '27, 31, 29) and that such programs will 
Increase tendencies toward, apprenticeships during early practice"
(Question 31). Further, most respondents agree that specialization 
programs would make it more difficult for nonspecialists to develop'
specialty skills (Question 30) and that such programs plight fragment 
the bar along lines pf specialization (Question 33) Respondents'are
almost evenly divided over whether specialization programs would 
hinder new lawyers (Question 32) and whether the programs would help 
big or small firms (Questions 34 and 35). Indeed, questions about
.these 

a. 
effects produced the, sharpest differences between, lawyers who 

are already specialists and those who- ire not. 
Finally, responding lawyers overwhelmingly reject use of specialty 

'recognition to either limit areas in''which lawysers can practice or 
else to restrict access to particular court* and, boards (Questions 3(5, 
37 and 38). Although most respondents agree that specialty recognition
should not be. used in this way, a- majority of responding lawyers express 
concern that specialty, recognition might' be .used by courts or the. 

organized bar to restrict legal practice .(Question 39).

RELI CENSING 

The last'portion of the questionnaire dealt with various aspects
of relicensing. •Relicensing programs generally take the form .of 
periodic examinations to determine if -lawyers re'tain sufficient know
ledge to continue practice. The threat of. periodic .reexaminations is 
generally regarded as an Incentive to fprce lawyers to* take continuing'
legal education courses. By taking a sufficient-number of. hours of
•och-courses, lawyers can avoid the periodic reexamlqatlofts. In 
effect, relicensing programs attempt to increase the competency of 
lawyers by requiring attendance at continuing legal education courses. 
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 The Need for Relicensing 

The questionnaire examined the need for, relicensing by obtaining 

respondents' opinions about the quality of legal practice. The. 

results tend to support the need for relicensing programs.

Most responding lawyers indicate that the quality of legal

practice is a matter of concern to them. Their main concern does

not seen to be about the competency of lawyers. Respondents felt 

that only a minority of lawyers are incompetent "(Question 40) How-

ever, respondents saw a widespread need for improvement among almost 

all lawyers. 'There wds'a general agreement that a majority of 

lawyers should idprove their professional skills (Question 42) and 

the,ir knowledge of ohe. substantive law (Question 41) and that lawyers 

should keep up to date with developments in the;Lr field (Question 43) 

of Continuing Legal Mutation 

The questionnaire then considered whether the quality of legal 

practice might be improved by requiring attendance at continuing 

education courses. Respondents' answers suggest that continuing 

legal education may be a useful remedy. 

First, respondents expressed generally high regard for continuing 

education courses. Respondents indicated that most courses which they 

had taken were, not a waste of time (Question 44). Respondents did 

 not find such courses to be too specialized (Question 48), although

there was a concern that some courses were too general (Question 47) 

Some of the courses were useful in developing new areas of practice 

(Question 45). Respondents indicated that the greatest utility of

such courses was as a means to gain general familiarity- with an area

of law (Question 46). 
Continuing education seemed to fare quite well when compared 

with other means of developing legal skills and knowledge. Actual

experience in practicing law and the opportunity to work with other 

lawyers were regarded by the respondents to be by far the best means 

to ,learn how to practice (Questions 50 and 51). After these, con

tinuing  education courses were regarded-as most useful (Question 53). 

Relatively, few respondents found continuing education to be of little
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us*. Aa a means for. learning how to practice Jim,' clinical program* 
in law* school regular law achool courses and professional prganl-

"tatlona were all rated with greater disfavor  than favor (Quaatibna 

51., 52 and 54).

Effects of Mandatory Continuing Legal Education 

Finally, the questionnaire asked about likely effecta of re

quiring attendance at continuing legal education courses. The re

sults: quite strongly support the utility of Mandatory continuing 

education. An overwhelming majority of respondent* indicated that 

continuing education course* would help almoat all lawyers (Question 

57) Very few respondents felt that auch couraea are unnecessary   

(Queation 60) or a waate of time and Money (Queatitra 62). Few re

spondents were concerned that lawyer* would sign up for, but not 

attend such courses (Question 55). Aa a aide effect, Most respondent* 

felt that a mandatory program would laprove the quality of continuing 

education (Queation .61) . However, reapondenta do aee limit* to the 

'utility of such couraes. Moat feel that such courses could neither 

screen out incompetent lawyers'(Question 58), assure. that all lawyara 
have basic skills (Queation 59) nor improve ethical conduct (Queation 
56). 

DIFFERENCES AMPMQ* JAWYEHS 
Finally, the survey provided an opportunity to examine dif

ferences between important subgroups of lawyera. I examined whether 
there were differencea about spacialication iaaues between specialists 
and nonspeciallsts, between lawyers practicing la urban-suburban 
area* and non-urban lawyer*, between lawyers who have been practicing 
for longer or ahorter period* of time and between lawyara practicing 

^in large, Medium or small firms. 
Not surprisingly, differences occurred test frequently between 

d* facto specialists and nonapecialiats. In mo*t cases, these dif
ferences were not *.o great that' the Majority of apecialiats differed 
froM the Majority of nonspeciallsts. For example, for all 'but one of 

.the flrat five questions specialists valued specialisation More
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highly. However, .most nonspecialiets also saw benefits from 

specialisation (Table 2). 

Both .specialists  and nonspecialists preferred certification, pro-
gram* to self-designation programs, but -there were-some differences
about bow specialization program* .might be structured (Table 3). 
These jllfferences seem to 'reflect th« different interacts between de 
facto epecialieta and nonspecialists. -More specialists would limit. 
designation to-one .or two areas; they would require specialist! to
certify to spending most tine in' the specialty area and they would 

require letters of recommendation from other lawyers. In contrast, 
ndnapecialiats sere strongly suppor^ continuing education courses 
aa a basis for designation.

The greateat difference between specialists and nonspecialiets 
occurred for questions dealing with the effects of specialisation 
programs. The majority-of specialists and the Majority of non-
epecialists disagreed about effecta upon new lawyers, big firms end
smell firms. The majority of nodapecialists indicated that «peciali-
satloa programs would harm new lawyers'and small fines, but would

'.benefit big firms <Table 4). For "each of .these questions, the
majority of specialists disagreed. 

The latter three questions also produced differences for each of. 
the other comparison groups. Thus, non-urban' lawyers,- lawyers recently
admitted, to pradtiee end members of small firms all saw specialisation
programs aa harmful to new lawyers-and aa benefitting big firms 

(Table *).„-.

STOtjART 
Respondents to the YLS eutvey quite strongly endorsed both the

need for and the utility of mandatory .relicensing programs. Their* 
responses also indicate a general appreciation" for the value of
specialised legal 'practice. Responses *su|gsst reasonable' support for
programs. to promote specialisation. If adequate methods-for evaluating
specialty skill can be developed, most lawyers responding to -the 

questionnaire .would seem to .prefer a program of specialty certification. 
A program of self-designation would- seem to gain support only if 

https://programs.to
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TABLE 2

Over. Specialty Location 
All Status 
Total 'Non- .Sub- Med-

.Question Spee Spec Drb Rural 

1. Specialists more
efficient 

Agree 
Diaag 

87 
13 

92 79 
8 21 

"L Specialty practice like 
an asaeably-lina 

Agree 
Diaag 

25 
75'. 

IB 38 
82 61 

3. Specialist* better 
knowledge

Agree 
Disag 

95 
5' 

4. Specialists better 
professional contacts 

Agree 
Disag 

88 
12 

91 83
9 17

5. To whom would you ref
oaeone, who: 

Wanted will drafted 

er 

Spec.
Hon-spec.

Either

29 
•14 
57 

36
12
52

16 
17 
68 

31
12 
57 

25 
17 
58. 

Accused of murder

Accused of simple 
aaaault 

Wanted to challenge 
complex will 

Spec. 
Hon~spec.

Either 

Spec. 
Ron-spec. 

Either

Spec.
.Ron-spec. 

Either 

89 
2 
9 

31 
16 
53 

78 
 '193

94
1
5
38 

15 
47

.85 
2
13 

82 
3 
15 

19 
18 
63 
'66 

5 
29 

36
1451 

24
20
56

TABLE 2 Results for questions dealing with benefits Iron specialization,
Huabers indicate percent of respondents agreeing with each choice. 
Fltst colunn indicates, data auanad over all respondents. Subsequent
colons indicate queations -for which there are statistically 
significant differences between (1) apeciallsts and .npnapecialieta
and (2) between lawyers practicing in urban-suburban areas and 
lawyers practicing in Bedim or snail cities or rXiral areas. 
Chi square tests vere used to determine statistical significance. 
Differences were regarded aa significant if there was leas than 
.05 probability that the difference occurred by chance. 
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TABLE 3

Over 
All 

Specialty  Location  Length of
Status               Practice

Total Non-   Sub-    Med- 0-3 More 
Question Spec Spec Urb Rural Yrs Yrs 

6. Designation only if most 
practice in specialty' Mo 

50 
50 

54  41
46 59 

52 
48 

46 
 54 

45 
55 

54 
46

7. •Designation conditioned 
on continuing education 

Yes 
,Mo 

70 
30 

67
 33 

-75 
25 

66 
34 

75 
25 

8. Designate only one 
two areas                                    No   35

or            Yes    65

9. Ho conditions on                 Yes  12
designation 

10. Self-designation might       Yes  70
mislead

68 
32 

74 
26 

11. Requite written tests 
for certification 

12. Written test* are meaning- All 4
ful in how many areas? Many 49 

Few 40
Hone 6 

13.' Require letters of refer*- Tea 49 52 44
ente. for certification Mo. 51 48 56 

14. .Require examples of work Yes 54 
for certification Mo 46 

15. Possible to determine Yes 72 69 74
who is skilled Mo 28 31 26 

16. Bow encourage Design. 26 28 22 28 24 
specialization? Do nothing IS 12 19 15 14 

Certlf. 59 60 58 57 ,62 

TABLE Results for questions dealing with choice between designation and 
certification. Numbers indicate percent.of respondents^agreeing 
with each choice. First column indicates data sunned over all 
respondents. Subsequent columns indicate.questions for which there 
are statistically significant differences between (1) specialists and 
nonspecialists, (2) between lawyers practicing in urban-suburban areas 
and lawyers practicing in medium or small cities or rural areas and 
(3) between lawyers practicing for 3 years or less and those practicing 
tot wort than 3 years. 

https://percent.of
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Over Specialty Location Length of Sice of 
All Status Practice Office 
Total Nojv Sub- Hed- 0-3 More 1- .4- 11 

Question. Spec Spec l)rb Rural Yra Yrs _3 10 + -•—•~~^ 
27. Baaier for specialists 

to get business                          No   12

28. Promote interests of 87 85 82 
present specialists 13 15 18 

29.  Provide opportunities for      Yes   90
new specialists                     No    10

30. Difficult for nonspecial-    Yes  62 66 59 68 60 57 
ists to get business 'to 34 41 32 40 43 
develop special skills 

31". 'increase apprenticeaBlpt 

32. More difficult for new Yes 54 4& 66 52 58 60 50 65 53 45 
lawyer* to .start No 46 .5? 34 48 42 40 50 35 47 55 

33. Fragment bar alobg lines     Yes   60 62 57 66 57 54 
of specialization             No 38 43 34 43 46 

34. Baaier for small firms Yes 49 57 34 52 43 41 -4*7 57 
to compete- Mo 51 43 66 48 57 59" 53 43 

35. Increase control by Yes .44 36- 60 40 50 49 40 55. 45 32 
big fin* Mo 56 64 40 60 50   51 60' 45.. 55 68 

Ye* 9* 
36. Specialist cannot practice 

outside specialty area Mo ,91 

37. Monapeclaliat* cannot Yes 8 
practice in specialty area Mo 92 

38. Should restrict court*/' Yes 16 18 12 12 19 
board* to specialists Mo 84 82 88 88 81 

39. Specialization will be used Ye* 60 
to restrict courts/boards Mo 40 

TABLE Results for question* dealing with effect* of specialisation progress. 
Numbers indicate percent .of respondent* agreeing with each choice. 
First column indicate* data sunned over all respondent*. Subsequent 
columns indicate,question* for which the*e are statistically significant' 
differences (1) 'between specialists and nonapecialists, (2) between 
lawyers practicing in urban-suburban areas and lawyers practicing in 
ediiM or small cltiea or rural areas, (3) between lawyers practicing 
for 3 years or'leas and those practicing for more than 3 years and (4) 
for lawyers practicing in small (I to 3 lawyers), medium (4 to 10 
lawyers)-or large offices (11 t»r more lawyers). 
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designated specialists were required  to attend continuing legal
education courses in the area .of specialty. Respondents seemed 
generally willing'to grant recognized, specialists privileges  in 
order to encourage specialization. However, programs to encourage 
specialisation raise concerns among nonspecialists, non-urban lawyers,
new~iawyer«.and layyers in small offices.  Conceivably these concerns 
could develop into active opposition'to specialization programs.'




